Physiology of the Renal Interstitium
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Abstract
Long overlooked as the virtual compartment and then strictly characterized through descriptive morphologic analysis, the renal interstitium has finally been associated with function. With identification of interstitial renin- and erythropoietin-producing cells, the most prominent endocrine functions of the kidney have now been attributed to the renal interstitium. This article reviews the functional role of renal interstitium.

Introduction
The physiologic role of the interstitium of the kidney has received comparatively little interest to date. This may partially be attributed to the fact that it was long considered the exclusive domain of descriptive ultrastructural research, which implied that the interstitium was mostly a passive tissue that structurally supported the tubular epithelium (1,2). The renal interstitium received increasing interest in the context of kidney abnormalities, when the role of interstitial fibrosis in progression of CKD became obvious (3–5). Only since transgenic animal studies revealed the physiologic endocrine function of interstitial cells as sources of erythropoietin (Epo) and renin has the physiologic role of the renal interstitium received its due attention. Here we review current knowledge of the form and function of the renal interstitium.

Definition and Ultrastructure of the Renal Interstitium
The renal interstitium is defined as the intertubular, extravascular, extracellular space of the kidney. It is bounded on all sides by tubular and vascular basement membranes and is filled with cells, extracellular matrix, and interstitial fluid (1). Its distribution varies within the kidney; it accounts for approximately 8% of the total parenchymal volume in the cortex and up to 40% in the inner medulla (6,7). The term “renal interstitium” is often inaccurately used to refer to the peritubular interstitium (the space between tubules, glomeruli, and capillaries); the peritubular connective tissue and the extraglomerular mesangium are considered specialized interstitia (1). It is debated whether microvessels and capillaries, which are located within the peritubular space, are actually part of the renal interstitium or just run through it (1). Furthermore, lymphatics are considered interstitial constituents (1). The tubular interstitium in the cortex and medulla differ with regard to their cellular constituents, extracellular matrix composition, relative volume, and endocrine function, justifying the consideration of cortical and medullary interstitium as separate entities.

The intertubular interstitium harbors dendritic cells, macrophages, lymphocytes, lymphatic endothelial cells (in the cortical intertubular interstitium), and various types of fibroblasts, the hallmark cell type of connective tissues (8). In addition, it is believed that the interstitium plays a role in fluid and electrolyte exchange and insulin (1). Here we focus on fibroblasts and specifically on fibroblasts with endocrine function and their biology in health and disease (other articles have extensively reviewed cellular constituents of the immune system within the renal interstitium [9,10]) (Figure 1).

Renal Fibroblasts
In general, fibroblasts are flattened cells with extended cell processes; in profile they display a fusiform or spindle-like shape and a flattened nucleus (11). Fibroblasts typically are embedded within the fibrillar matrix of connective tissues and are considered prototypical mesenchymal cells. Renal fibroblasts anastomose with each other, forming a continuous network in cortex and medulla (8). Fibroblasts can acquire an activated phenotype with a relatively large oval nucleus with one or two nucleoli, abundant rough endoplasmatic reticulum, and several sets of Golgi apparatus; this reflects their capacity to synthesize substantial amounts of extracellular matrix constituents (12). Under physiologic conditions, however, adult fibroblasts are relatively inactive, the endoplasmatic reticulum is reduced, and the nucleus is flattened and heterochromatic. On the basis of their appearance, it was assumed that the primary function of renal fibroblasts was to provide structural support to nephrons through deposition of extracellular matrix and through direct cell-cell interactions (1). In addition, fibroblasts play an important role in maintaining vascular integrity in close association with vessels (then typically referred to as vascular smooth muscle cells and pericytes) (13,14). Renal fibroblasts are best known for their role in progression of interstitial fibrosis in progressive CKD because they are principal producers of extracellular matrix (4). Finally, fibroblasts have been identified as sources of Epo and renin in the kidney (15,16). It is obvious that such diverse functions are not fulfilled by one cell type but that renal fibroblasts are instead a heterogeneous cell population with distinct functions.
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Heterogeneity of Renal Fibroblasts

Our current knowledge of fibroblast heterogeneity evolved from morphologic descriptions to immunophenotyping, and only recently the use of transgenic mouse models provided insights into origins and functions of renal fibroblasts. Ultrastructural analysis first revealed that cortical fibroblasts differ from medullary fibroblasts, as they form a finer network through their radiating cytoplasmatic processes with tubular cells, endothelial cells, and each other. Furthermore, medullary fibroblasts often have a stouter appearance and harbor cytoplasmatic lipid droplets (8). However, such ultrastructural analysis revealed little about distinct functions of fibroblast populations (1,2,8,17). Attempts to link ultrastructural appearance to function were followed by studies that aimed to define renal fibroblast populations through use of fibroblast markers. Such fibroblast markers included the intermediate filament-associated protein vimentin (which is not specific for fibroblasts because it is also present in endothelial cells and neurons) (18); desmin (which is present only in a subset of fibroblasts and in muscle cells) (19,20); collagen receptors, such as integrin (21) and discoidin domain receptor 2 (which are also present on cells of various other lineages, including endothelial cells) (22); the intracellular calcium-binding protein fibroblast-specific protein 1 (which is present on fibroblasts but also in invasive carcinoma cells) (23); the membrane-bound enzyme ecto-5'-nucleotidase (CD73) (which labels cortical renal fibroblasts but also T-lymphocytes) (24,25); the PDGF receptor PDGF receptor-β (which labels fibroblasts but also macrophages) (26,27); and α-smooth muscle actin (which labels a subset of activated fibroblasts and vascular smooth muscle cells) (28). In addition, the synthesis of collagen types I, III, and V are considered a hallmark feature of fibroblasts, although many other cell types also robustly express these collagens (28). Clearly, all proposed markers had deficiencies, creating an as-yet unresolved dispute in the field regarding identity of fibroblasts and their respective function in kidney health and disease. The confusion is further fueled by assumed different origins of fibroblasts in diseased kidneys (for extensive information, see elsewhere [4,29]). For practical purposes, we here define fibroblasts as the nonvascular, nonepithelial, and noninflammatory cell constituents of the kidney (11). In the following paragraphs we discuss the role of fibroblasts as sources of Epo and renin in kidney health and disease.

Epo

Epo is an indispensable glycoprotein hormone that is produced by interstitial renal fibroblasts and controls hematopoiesis through promotion of survival, proliferation, and differentiation of erythroid progenitors (30). Epo is best known through its recombinant protein relatives, which
are widely used to treat anemia in dialysis patients (a $12 billion market worldwide at its peak in 2006) and its misuse as a performance-enhancing substance in cycling and other sports (31). Insights into the physiologic mechanism that underlies production of endogenous Epo are of interest to understand the molecular basis of Epo deficiency in patients with CKD and potential therapeutic strategies to circumvent lack of Epo. Here we review the origins of endogenous Epo and molecular mechanisms that control Epo production in health and disease.

Identification of Renal Interstitial Fibroblasts as Primary Origin of Epo
In adults, about 90% of Epo is produced by renal interstitial fibroblasts, whereas 10% is contributed by extrarenal sources, primarily liver cells (32). Decreased oxygen tension is the principal stimulus for renal Epo expression, yet Epo production decreases in CKD, which is associated with chronic hypoxia (33,34). When Epo production is impaired in the injured kidney, extrarenal sources of Epo cannot compensate for decreased Epo levels (35). Nevertheless, despite decades of effort, Epo-producing kidney cells have not yet been cultivated, which is why most analyses of Epo production relied on liver-derived hepatoma cells (36). The value of using hepatoma cells to study mechanisms of Epo production is limited, however, because control of Epo expression underlies distinct mechanisms in kidney and liver. To better understand this unusual complexity of endogenous Epo expression, it is worth reviewing the sequence of discoveries that led to the knowledge of Epo expression.

A link between decreased oxygen availability and an adaptive increase in red blood cell count was first suspected by Miescher, who observed increased hemoglobulin levels in patients who entered a high-altitude sanatorium in the Alps in 1977, but it took him 17 years and 2500 L of urine from patients with aplastic anemia to achieve this goal (39).

Because of the consistent association between CKD and anemia, the kidney was long suspected as a primary source of Epo. However, Epo expression levels are low, and immunolabeling and in situ hybridization analyses proved to be unreliable; it took extensive studies using transgenic mice to finally, unequivocally identify renal interstitial fibroblasts as primary producers of Epo (16,40–42). Furthermore, analysis of Epo expression in vivo is technically challenging because large regions of noncoding DNA flanking the Epo locus (which contains tissue-specific enhancers and repressors) must be included to adequately reflect endogenous Epo expression. Only recently, use of a 180-kD Epo transgene reported that de novo expression of α-smooth muscle antibody in interstitial fibroblasts correlates negatively with Epo expression, suggesting that additional superimposed intracellular programs render the Epo gene unresponsive to transcriptional stimuli (48,49). In this regard, differential expression of hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF) proteins, of globin transcription factor proteins, or hypermethylation of regulatory elements has been suggested to be involved (48,50). Relevance of such knowledge lies in possible use of these pathways to rescue endogenous Epo production in anemic patients (51).

Impaired Epo Production as Cause of Anemia
Anemia is a common complication of CKD, and the striking effectiveness of recombinant Epo proves that impaired production of endogenous Epo is a major cause of this (52). Decreased Epo levels in patients with CKD are obvious only when anemia is present but cannot be adequately elevated when hematocrit drops, suggesting that part of the Epo production capacity (i.e., through loss of Epo-producing cells) is irreversibly lost (53–55). In general, decreased Epo levels (typically assessed by ELISA in serum) correlate with severity of decreased excretory kidney function. While Epo levels are better preserved in glomerular diseases than in interstitial diseases, suggesting that impaired Epo production is a direct consequence of interstitial disease (56), there is one exception as polycystic kidney disease is often associated with increased Epo production and polycythemia, due to aberrant HIF1α accumulation around cysts due to local hypoxia (57). Nevertheless, circulating Epo levels have been suggested as diagnostic marker of the extent of tubulointerstitial involvement in...
causing ubiquitin-dependent degradation of HIF-1α hydroxylase (PDH1) hydroxylates HIF-1α hypoxia response elements within the kidney enhancer region and induce Epo transcriptional activity. Once normoxia is restored, prolyl hypoxic conditions hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1α is stabilized, dimerizes with HIF-1β, and translocates to the nucleus, where it can bind to hypoxia response elements within the kidney enhancer region and induce Epo transcriptional activity. Once normoxia is restored, prolyl hydroxylase (PDH1) hydroxylates HIF-1α, causing its association with the von Hippel–Lindau tumor suppressor protein (VHL), ultimately causing ubiquitin-dependent degradation of HIF-1α.

Figure 2. Control of Epo expression. Renal Epo expression largely depends on enhancer regions located between −14 kb and −9.5 kb upstream of the Epo gene, whereas negative regulatory elements located between −6 and −0.4 kb play an important role in preventing ectopic Epo expression. Enhancer regions that control Epo expression in the liver are located at the 3′ end at 0.7 kb downstream of the Epo locus. Under hypoxic conditions hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1α is stabilized, dimerizes with HIF-1β, and translocates to the nucleus, where it can bind to hypoxia response elements within the kidney enhancer region and induce Epo transcriptional activity. Once normoxia is restored, prolyl hydroxylase (PDH1) hydroxylates HIF-1α, causing its association with the von Hippel–Lindau tumor suppressor protein (VHL), ultimately causing ubiquitin-dependent degradation of HIF-1α.

While supplementation with recombinant Epo is highly effective, it is associated with high costs, and its effectiveness can be impaired by antibody formation. Hence, stimulation of endogenous Epo production is an attractive therapeutic strategy. In this regard, inhibition of prolyl-hydroxylase (PHD; the enzyme that makes HIF accessible for Von Hippel–Lindau tumor suppressor protein [VHL] and subsequent proteolytic degradation) has emerged as the primary therapeutic target as several small molecule inhibitors have been developed. The rationale behind PHD inhibition is that conceptually it increases intracellular HIF levels and thus stimulates Epo production. In this regard, the PHD inhibitor FG-4592 is undergoing clinical testing in anemic patients with CKD stages 3 and 4. One possible drawback might be that currently available PHD inhibitors do not display PHD isoform specificity (among the known isoforms PHD1–3, PHD2 is considered the one involved in renal Epo transcriptional control), and adverse effects of enhanced HIF activity (such as angiogenesis as the root of diabetic retinopathy) might be enhanced (62).

Adenosine

One often-underappreciated function of interstitial fibroblasts is their involvement in regulation of renal hemodynamics and microvascular function through generation of extracellular adenosine (63,64). To maintain glomerular filtration within a narrow range, the kidney responds to increased intratubular NaCl levels (upon increased GFR) by vasoconstriction of afferent arterioles (65). A crucial mediator of this tubuloglomerular feedback loop is extracellular adenosine, which is generated through hydrolysis of ATP released by macula densa cells into the interstitium and which causes vasodilation of efferent arterioles (through activation of A2 adenosine receptors) and vasoconstriction of afferent arterioles through activation of A1 receptors, decreasing intraglomerular pressure and GFR (65). Furthermore, adenosine directly inhibits renin release in juxtaglomerular cells. Hence, when GFR and NaCl concentration of tubule fluid increase, adenosine is part of the tubuloglomerular feedback response to lower GFR and NaCl secretion; when GFR and NaCl concentrations decrease, adenosine levels drop under physiologic conditions (66). One enzyme that catalyzes hydrolysis of ATP to adenosine is 5’ectonucleotidase (5’NT, CD73), which is expressed in the kidney predominantly by resident fibroblasts (a characteristic that has made it a popular marker for renal fibroblasts) (63). 5’NT-deficient mice display substantial reduction of extracellular adenosine levels and reduced kidney weight; however, renal blood flow and GFR are unaltered (67), possibly because of intrinsic activity of interstitial ATP on vascular tone (64). In the chronically injured kidney, 5’NT-positive fibroblasts and extracellular adenosine levels accumulate, possibly contributing to the lowered GFR through afferent arteriole constriction, which is typical of CKD (2).
Renin

Renin is another protein that is released by renal cells and indirectly acts systemically (on BP), even though strictly speaking it is more an enzyme than a hormone. With more than 50,000 publications listed in PubMed to date, renin is among the most-studied proteins in biomedical sciences. Renin is a key regulator of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system, and plasma renin levels reflect the overall activity of this system (68). The circulating active form of renin cleaves angiotensinogen to form angiotensin I (69). Because angiotensinogen is highly abundant (its concentration is 1000-fold higher than that of angiotensin I), it is the plasma renin activity that determines the rate of angiotensin I formation (68).

Circulating renin is secreted by juxtaglomerular cells (also called granular cells or JGA cells), unique round cells of epithelioid appearance that contain myofilaments and abundant peroxisomes (70). While under physiologic conditions juxtaglomerular cells are located just at the outer edge of the renal interstitium (in the juxtaglomerular interstitium, at the walls of afferent arterioles just at the entrance into glomeruli) additional renin-producing cells are recruited extramurally within the interstitium (discussed in more detail below), and hence they are discussed here as “interstitial cells” for practical purposes (15). Release of renin by juxtaglomerular cells is regulated by hormones such as atrial natriuretic peptide and angiotensin II and by local factors contributed by adjacent tubular epithelial cells, by vascular smooth muscle cells and endothelial cells from afferent arterioles and by sympathetic nerve endings (71).

With regard to local regulatory factors, specialized tubular cells of the cortical thick ascending limb of the loop of Henle act together with macula densa cells to directly translate changes in the tubular NaCl concentration into inverse changes in renin secretion (72). In this system, macula densa cells sense intratubular NaCl concentrations through activity of the Na⁺-K⁺-2Cl⁻ cotransporter NKCC2 (BSC1) and respond to lower NaCl concentrations by release of prostanoids (generation of active prostaglandin E2 and prostacyclin depends on cyclooxygenases) (71).

Furthermore, renin release is modulated by vascular smooth muscle cells and endothelial cells from afferent arterioles (71). In this system, renin stimulatory factors such as nitric oxide (formed by endothelial nitric oxide synthase) and prostacyclin/prostaglandin E2 are formed in the endothelium adjacent to the granular cells, and inhibitory adenosine (which is converted into ATP) is released by vascular smooth muscle cells (73).

The sympathetic input provided by local nerve endings (in addition to circulating catecholamines) stimulate renin release through the β-adrenergic system (73). The magnitude of sympathetic control of renin release is revealed by double-knockout mice deficient in β1- and β2-receptors, which have 85% reduced plasma renin levels compared with wild-type control mice (74). Hence, renal denervation and baroreceptor stimulation conceptually seemed to be sound antihypertensive strategies. In this regard, failure of renal denervation to significantly lower BP in clinical studies is not yet entirely understood (75). Renal denervation also removes the input of the sympathetic system mediated by α-receptors, including hemo-dynamic and tubular effects, and systemic catecholamines remain fully functional; these findings suggest that baroreceptor stimulation might be the most promising approach to target the sympathetic nerve system to lower BP (76,77).

Renin secretion is further controlled by various hormones, autacoids, and other factors, including angiotensin II, as atrial natriuretic peptide, vasopressin, oxytocin, aldosterone, glucocorticoids, thyroid hormones, sex steroids, adipokines, dopamine, bradykinin, adrenomedullin, and neuropeptide Y (for further review, see extensive review elsewhere [71,73]).

While availability of potent ACE inhibitors and angiotensin receptor blockers (and absence of potent renin blockers) long overshadowed the role of renin in clinical practice, understanding of direct renin-receptor mediated effects and availability of aliskiren revived interest in renin biology (78).

Under physiologic conditions, secretion and activation of prorenin by juxtaglomerular cells are sufficient for maintenance of GFR (71). During pathologic conditions, however, additional perivascular fibroblasts (i.e., pericytes, vascular smooth muscle cells) of afferent arterioles express prorenin, which has led to increased interest in the ontogeny of renin-producing cells (79). Under basal conditions, renin produced by juxtaglomerular cells is sufficient to main BP and intravascular volume (71). Upon prolonged threat to volume homeostasis (i.e., through exposing mice to a low salt diet and ACE inhibitors) additional cells along afferent arterioles express renin, in angiotensinogen-deficient mice renin is even expressed by fibroblasts (pericytes) all through the kidney cortex (80,81). Models of CKD are also associated with recruitment of additional renin-producing cells. Because increased renin expression is often at the root of hypertension, and because higher on-treatment plasma renin activity contributes to progression of CKD and increased cardiovascular risk, mechanisms that cause such inopportune increase in renin release and particularly recruitment of renin producers are of imminent interest (82,83).

Interplay of Renin-Angiotensin and Epo Systems

Clinicians know that patients with renovascular hypertension and kidney transplant recipients with transplant renal artery stenosis have higher hematocrit values compared with patients who have normal renal arteries (84). The underlying pathomechanism of this clinical observation is that ensuing renal hypoperfusion activates the renin-angiotensin system (as described in detail above) and that angiotensin II stimulates erythropoiesis through stimulating Epo secretion and through its direct stimulating effect on erythropoiesis in the bone marrow (85). This mechanism explains why effective blockage of the renin-angiotensin system through ACE inhibitors and/or angiotensin receptor blockers is often associated with a decrease in hematocrit (86,87) and that ACE inhibitors are effective in normalizing post-transplant erythrocytosis (88). ACE inhibitors even affect hematocrit in hemodialysis patients, who require recombinant Epo substitution because of impaired endogenous Epo production (as discussed in more detail above). This occurs because treatment with ACE inhibitors is associated with higher recombinant human Epo (rhEpo) requirements (whereas withdrawal of ACE inhibitors decreases rhEpo doses), reflecting the direct effect of angiotensin II on erythropoiesis (89). Exceptions to the link of renin-angiotensin system activation and increased hematocrit are often cases in which increment of red blood cells mass are masked by volume expansion (i.e., in patients with severe heart failure) (90).
Hypertension is the most relevant side-effect of rhEpo therapy (91). However, the increase in BP that is often observed in dialysis patients receiving rhEpo therapy is independent of the renin-angiotensin system; several clinical studies did not demonstrate renin-angiotensin system activation upon rhEpo therapy (92). Instead, the increased BP observed with rhEpo therapy is most likely a direct systemic vasconstriction (91). Nevertheless, rhEpo-induced hypertension is correctable with the typical antihypertensive therapeutic regimen, including ACE/angiotensin receptor blocker inhibition (91).

Origins of Hormone-Producing Interstitial Cells

If we are going to develop specific therapeutic interventions, we need to understand the origins and development of fibroblast subpopulations, including those that produce Epo, those that produce renin, and those that proliferate and lay down the extracellular matrix in fibrosis. Such studies are done by crossing mice in which cre-recombinase is expressed under control of promoters specific for a certain lineage (such as myelin protein zero for neural crest or FoxD1 for mesenchyme) or indicating Epo or renin expression (epo-cre or renin-cre) to mice that harbor a floxed reporter gene, irreversibly tagging them even when expression of the original marker is lost upon further cell differentiation.

Published data mostly suggest that renin- and Epo-producing cells are of two distinct lineages: Renin-producing cells are considered to be derivatives of FoxD1 mesenchymal cell progenitor cells, whereas Epo-producing cells have been suggested to be of neural crest origin, although existing data to support this are limited (Figure 3). Evidence for neural crest origin of Epo-producing cells stems from one study that analyzed P0-Cre;R26tdRFP;Epo-GFP triple transgenic mice (49). In this system, Cre-recombinase expression is driven by the myelin protein zero promoter, which is expressed by neural crest cells in early embryonic development (93), tagging deriving cells through recombination of the RFP reporter allele (94). These mice were crossed with reporter mice in which GFP is fused to a 180-kD chromosomal fragment containing the mouse Epo coding region and all necessary regulatory elements and displays specific Epo expression within kidney interstitial cells (95). On the basis of the observation that >75% of Epo-GFP-positive cells were also positive for RFP, it was assumed that most Epo-producing cells are of neural crest origin (information on percentage of RFP-positive cells that were also positive for GFP was not provided) (49). This study also analyzed kidneys of P0-Cre;R26tdRFP double transgenic mice (in these mice, derivate cells of myelin protein zero-positive cells are tagged through expression of ECFP) and found that almost all interstitial cells in the adult kidney that expressed PDGF receptor-β and/or CD73 were also ECFP positive. The researchers concluded that almost all interstitial fibroblasts were of neural crest origin. In summary, this study suggested that Epo-producing interstitial cells are derivatives of neural crest, just like all interstitial fibroblasts (Figure 3). The authors do not indicate whether Epo-producing cells are a specific subpopulation of fibroblasts or whether all fibroblasts can potentially produce Epo (49). This study somewhat contradicts a school of thought suggesting that all resident interstitial fibroblasts in adult kidneys are derivatives of mesenchymal FoxD1-positive progenitor cells (27).

This thinking is based on a study that used FoxD1-GFP-Cre;R26STOPlacZ double transgenic mice and found that almost all interstitial cells in the adult kidney expressing PDGF receptor-β and/or CD73 were also LacZ positive. Those investigators concluded that almost all interstitial fibroblasts were derivatives of FoxD1-positive mesenchymal progenitor cells (albeit only 20% of fibroblasts were LacZ positive when inducible FoxD1-CreER;R26STOPlacZ transgenic mice were used) (27). Neither study conclusively determined whether FoxD1 mesenchymal progenitors are of extrarenal origin (Figure 3). In this context, there is ample evidence that juxtaglomerular renin-producing cells are progeny of renin-positive precursor cells (cells that also give rise to perivascular fibroblast-like cells, which can be recruited to produce renin when needed). This concept is mainly based on studies that analyzed kidneys of Ren-1d-Cre;R26STOPlacZ and Ren-1d-Cre/Z/EG double transgenic mice as well as in Ren-1d-Cre;R26STOPlacZ ;ATGF--/− composite mice (in these mice, angiotensinogen deficiency causes additional recruitment of renin-producing cells [96]), which documented common lineage for perivascular fibroblasts and renin-producing juxtaglomerular cells (70,79). These aforementioned renin precursor cells are presumably progeny of FoxD1-positive progenitor cells, but this information has been disclosed only as “unpublished data” (Figure 3) (97). A recent study by the Kurtz group demonstrated pro-collagen production by renin precursor cells, hinting at a common lineage of renin cells and non–renin-producing fibroblasts (98).

![Figure 3. Origins of Epo- and renin-producing renal cells.](image)

Epo-producing fibroblasts are presumed to derive from myelin protein zero-positive (P0+) neural crest precursor cells. Whether all fibroblasts have the capacity to produce Epo is not yet known. Another school of thought suggests that almost all fibroblasts derive from FoxD1-positive mesenchymal progenitor cells. Renin precursor cells have been suggested to originate from FoxD1-positive precursors also. It is not yet known whether renin precursors give rise to generic fibroblasts. One study suggests the possibility that renin-producing cells can convert to Epo-producing fibroblasts. VSMC, vascular smooth muscle cell.
To explore the role of hypoxia as possible stimulus for renin production, Kurtz and coworkers ablated VHL in renin-producing cells (Renin-1d-Cre;Vhllox/lox) based on the concept that absence of VHL causes HIF accumulation (due to insufficient proteolytic degradation), mimicking hypoxic signaling. Unexpected findings were that renin-producing cells were decreased (it had been widely presumed that hypoxia stimulates renin production) and that VHL-deficient juxtaglomerular cells produced Epo instead of renin (99). Although it is unclear whether such clamping of HIF at abnormally high levels (and resulting Epo overproduction and renin suppression) ever happens under non–genetically modified conditions, this observation raises several conceptual questions. For example, future studies should determine whether renin and Epo production are interchangeable functions of a specialized interstitial cell type, whether all renal fibroblasts have potential to produce Epo or renin, or, in a broader view, what renin- and Epo-producing cells truly are.

Pathophysiology of the Renal Interstitium

Just as the renal interstitium plays an integral role in physiologic kidney function, it is a central determinant of the fate of diseased kidneys. Chronic progressive kidney injury is unequivocally associated with both quantitative and qualitative changes of the renal interstitium, which are commonly referred to as “interstitial fibrosis.” The fibrotic interstitium is no longer invisible because it substantially expands (although in normal kidneys the relative volume taken up by the interstitium is no higher than 5%–10%, it often occupies >60% of kidney tissue in a severely diseased kidney). Such expansion is predominantly caused by accumulation of extracellular matrix (ECM; fibers), ECM-producing fibroblasts, and mononuclear cells. While ECM-producing fibroblasts (and often also renin-producing cells) accumulate in the fibrosing interstitium, Epo-producing fibroblasts are lost, raising the question of whether Epo-producing fibroblasts convert into non–Epo-producing fibroblasts in CKD and whether renin-producing cells could be therapeutically converted into Epo producers (Figure 4). While numerous cell types, including resident non–hormone-producing fibroblasts, endothelial cell, epithelial cells, and bone marrow–derived fibrocytes contribute to accumulation of ECM-producing fibroblasts in kidney fibrosis (29), the contribution of hormone-producing cells to accumulation of activated fibroblasts in CKD is yet unknown. Of note, there is a glaring disconnect between groups of different research interests: Most studies to elucidate origins of fibroblasts in fibrotic kidneys, including from our groups, did not analyze possible Epo or renin expression of fibroblasts. Studies from groups with an interest in Epo- and/or renin-expressing cells

Figure 4. | From physiology to pathophysiology of the renal interstitium. Pathologic involvement of the interstitium, so-called fibrosis, determines progression of CKD. The schematic illustrates quantitative and qualitative changes that define the switch from physiologic (left) to fibrotic (pathophysiologic) interstitium (right). The interstitium not only increases in volume due to accumulation of fibrotic extracellular matrix, but fibroblasts capable of producing collagen accumulate whereas Epo-producing fibroblasts are diminished. Renin-producing perivascular cells accumulate within the interstitium.
reported that these cells could contribute to collagen production in CKD but did not use transgenic fate mapping systems, which are established in the fibrosis field. Impaired hormone production, however, is not the cardinal feature of the fibrointertstitial fibrosis is the single best determinant for requirement of RRT, even in primary glomerular nephropathies (100–102) because the expansion of the interstitium, paired with the overall kidney contraction, causes functional nephron loss through ensuing hypoxia (caused by microvascular rarefaction and hindered diffusion of oxygen and nutrients), and stenosis of glomerulotubular necks and tubular segments through physical pressure (103–105) (for in-depth information regarding the molecular events which underlie renal fibrogenesis we refer to extensive reviews elsewhere [4,105–108]).

Outlook
Epo and renin production are two of the kidney’s most prominent functions, and these functions are localized to the fibroblasts of the renal interstitium. Thus, understanding of fibroblast origins and phenotypic plasticity is as relevant as ever. Future work will reveal whether reprogramming of fibroblasts may not only circumvent progressive deterioration of excretory kidney function but also limit relative Epo deficiency and renin overproduction in the future.
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